
InfoChoice, a subsidiary of iSelect Limited, is one of Australia’s largest 

comparison sites for financial services. They depend heavily on real-

time, comparable data to optimize performance but with a wide range 

of separate commercial models it wasn’t easy to compare campaign 

profitability and benchmarks within the business. On top of that, 

financial institutions provided data that wasn’t timely, making real-time 

performance management almost impossible.

InfoChoice and bank reporting systems didn’t share data meaning the 

comparison site had little visibility once customers clicked and left their 

site. They couldn’t determine the causes of drop off or conversion, or 

prioritize campaign placement based on performance.

Now that several of the financial institutions working with InfoChoice

have partnered with Partnerize, real-time, in-depth reporting has given 

InfoChoice the insights they’ve been looking for. They can now 

dynamically prioritize campaigns based on performance and market 

environment, better engage financial institutions to drive more profitable 

sales and reconcile results and payments with less time and effort.

“At InfoChoice, our vision is to be the No. 1 performance-based comparator of financial products. We 

see Partnerize as a partner who can help us realize that vision.”

Jon Savaris, General Manager, InfoChoice
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InfoChoice has seen strong improvements in revenue using the 

‘Insights’ tools from Partnerize. On one campaign InfoChoice improved 

their revenue by over 90% once real-time, in-depth data gave them the 

insights to optimize media acquisition and deliver more valuable 

potential customers. The comparison site is now exploring how to 

deploy Partnerize’s technology to drive positive results with more 

campaigns, and by having an end-to-end view from channels like search 

engine marketing and CPAA.

“The power of real-time statistics is enabling Infochoice to make smarter decisions with our 

marketing investment and create better value for our clients – to the extent that we wish all 

our clients could use Partnerize.”

Andy Janiszewski, Account Manager, InfoChoice
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Better engagement with partners to drive profitable sales

Partnerize helps the world's leading brands build powerful business partnerships that drive extraordinary business growth. The 

Partnerize Partner Management Platform (PMP) is an end-to-end, SaaS-based solution for forming, managing, analyzing, and 

predicting the future results of partner marketing programs using artificial intelligence. Hundreds of the world's largest brands 

leverage our real-time technology to manage more than $6B in partner programs and financial exchanges across 214+ countries 

and territories worldwide. To learn more about Partnerize and partner marketing, visit partnerize.com
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